YOU and the FOOLS
YOU have a responsibility and a vested interest in reporting people (FOOLS) who break the rules and
abuse the property. YOU suffer when those irresponsible, disrespectful, mean spirited FOOLS preform
ignorant acts upon the Property. YOU lose because of the FOOLS actions.
Friday (3/20) - I removed the steel plates and hangers from the MAIN RANGE because the FOOLS
purposely…. Shot the hangers destroying the hinge, leaned the plates against supports causing
ricochets, & proved they have NO concept of safety or respect. FOOLS have cost YOU the steel swinger
plates. FOOLS owe you those plates back. When are YOU going to MAKE THE FOOLS PAY by reporting
them to me?
Last Sunday (3/15) the FOOLS shot up the 25 yard target board and posts that were installed in January.
YOU have suffered all week with a DESTROYED Target board and I’m saddled with fixing it. The FOOLS
purposely destroyed it and others saw it happen. When are YOU going to MAKE THE FOOLS PAY by
reporting them to me?
Yesterday Saturday (3/21) the FOOLS blew apart a brand new coroplast pistol target board and the 2x4
support holding it SIX (6) hours after I installed it. I put that target board in place at 8:10 AM and by
2:00 PM it was RUINED. The FOOLS shot it with a Shotgun at least EIGHT times, repeatedly damaging
it, while easily seeing that it was happening just 7 yards in front of them. The FOOLS did not care. The
FOOLS left with no concern for what they just did to the Property. When are YOU going to MAKE THE
FOOLS PAY by reporting them to me?

What should YOU do?

MAKE THE FOOLS PAY

IDENTIFY the FOOLS and get that information to me ASAP. I need some or all of the following – NAME,
DESCRIPTION, VEHICLE, LICENSE PLATE, DATE, TIME, DAMAGE… everything you can tell me about the
FOOLS so I can identify them.

What I am I going to do?
Punish all of YOU repeatedly until enough of YOU grow a set and start reporting the FOOLS to me. The
FOOLS need to go. I need to know who the FOOLS are and then ELIMIMATE the FOOLS, but I can’t do
that until YOU step up and report the FOOLS to me. I will deal with the FOOLS if YOU report them. I’ll
catch the FOOLS in the act and confiscate their property (guns, ammo, equipment, vehicle) and /or I’ll
have the FOOLS arrested for trespassing and vandalism, or I’ll BAN the FOOLS from the property for
LIFE, or I’ll educated the FOOLS to get the FOOL out of them, but I can do NONE of that without YOU
helping me.

When are YOU?

